A fluorescence probe is introduced for protein conformation and binding-site monitoring as the protontransfer (PT) tautomer fluorescence by using 4-hydroxy-5-azeanthrene (HAP) as a prototype. A typical grosslywavelength-shifted PT fluorescence for HAP is observed in the 600-nm spectral region for this UV-absorbing moeule (absorption onset, 400 um), for which case PT occurs even in protic solvents. It is shown that PT fluorescence of HAP can serve as a protein-binding-site static-polarity calibrator, fig frm a A.,. of 612 nm in cyclohexane to 585 nm in ethanol at 298 K, contrary to the usual dispersion red shift. A small mechanical solvent-cage effect is noted in ethanol at 77 K, but solvent dielectric relaxation is not apparent from the fluorescence spectrum. Thus, HAP serves to dis h static solvent-cage polarity from dynamical solvent dielectric relaxation and other solvent-cage effects (mechanical restriction of molecular conformation). HAP as a PT-fluorescence probe is applied to human serum albumin (HSA) and beaver apomyoglobin.
Fluorescent-probe spectroscopy of proteins as a methodology yielding structural and dynamical information concerning the chromophore (probe) environment has a long history of the application of excited-state molecular interaction between a probe and its environment (1) (2) (3) (4) . This interaction is effective for the description of both dipole-reorientational dynamics of molecules surrounding the chromophore and their dielectric properties. Nevertheless, when one is interested in structural changes in the protein as well as the intrinsic structure, such a duality can complicate the interpretation of experimental fluorescence data. Both the instantaneous electronic response of the static environment and the relaxation dynamics of the probe environment can induce analogous spectral shifts of fluorescence.
In principle, several static and dynamical aspects ofprotein binding site and protein conformation could be considered. The polarity of a binding site and its dimensional and conformational features can be considered as static aspects. On the other hand, dynamical aspects could include dielectric relaxation-e.g., solvent-cage response to dipolar changes in magnitude and reorientation upon electronic excitation of a fluorescence probe-and response to conformational changes of the probe itself. The effect of the protein binding site as a "solvent cage" can then serve to separate dielectric effects from mechanical conformational changes, as deduced from electronic spectral changes.
During the last decade molecular spectroscopy made great advances in the understanding of different modes of molecular excitation, such as fluorescences arising from (i) an electron-transfer excitation, (ii) proton transfer (PT), and (iii) twisted-intramolecular charge transfer. In electron transfer (ET) spectroscopy, the generation of a charge-separated polar state provokes a profound response of the environment of the fluorescence probe. In excited-state intramolecular PT (ESIPT) spectroscopy, a gross frequency shift (up to 13,000 cm-') from the lowest absorption band permits easy observation without spectral interferences (5). The ESIPT (or PT) phenomenon involves the intramolecular transfer of a proton with femtosecond rise times (6) (7) (8) (9) and offers diverse excitedstate environmental responses. Another phenomenon, twisted-intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) involves both charge-separation and drastic conformational changes in the excited molecule, offering yet another and more complex fluorescence probe (10, 11) .
Excited-state intramolecular ET in bianthryl (12) has already been applied to the study ofdynamical properties ofthe ligand-binding site of human serum albumin (HSA) (13) . The present research explores the advantages ofusing the protontransfer (PT) fluorescence probe for protein binding-site studies. For the specific prototype probe selected for PT fluorescence, 4-hydroxy-5-azaphenanthrene (HAP), it will be shown that it can serve as a static polarity calibrator for the binding sites with HSA and apomyoglobin (apo-Mb), separated from dynamical dielectric relaxation effects. The commercial product (TCI America, Portland, OR) was twice recrystallized from spectrograde methylcyclohexane and then vacuum-sublimed. The probe was dissolved in acetone and evaporated with the formation of the film on the inside surface of the vessel; then protein solutions were added in a 0.05 M Hepes buffer (pH 7.0). After being incubated for 1 hr at room temperature and stored overnight in a refrigerator, the solutions were centrifuged for 30 min at 23,000 x g the following day.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Abbreviations: HAP, 4-hydroxy-5-azaphenanthrene; HSA, human serum albumin; ET, electron transfer; PT, proton transfer; ESIPT, excited-state intramolecular PT.
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The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U.S.C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact. S' excited-state radiationless PT; followed by the Sj --Sofluorescence; and then S So reverse PT to the normal tautomer ground state, the primes designating the electronic states of the PT tautomer. Fig. 1 depicts the "normal" tautomer and the PT "tautomer" structures of HAP. This probe has a PT fluorescence in the orange-red region with a A.,, of 612 nm (in cyclohexane at 298 K) (14) . A six-membered-ring strong intramolecular hydrogen bond between the 0-H proton and the N atom in HAP makes ESIPT in this molecule free from hydrogenbonding solvent interference. For example, HAP dissolved in ethanol shows only PT fluorescence and no normal fluorescence (Fig. 2) .
Solvent-Cage Effects in the Fluorescence of HAP. A solventcage effect can result from a mechanical restriction on intramolecular conformational changes in a fluorescence probe upon its electronic excitation. In such a case, a band origin may shift, and the vibrational or torsional distribution pattern (Franck-Condon vibronic band shape or contour) may change (15) (16) (17) (18) ). This appears to apply to the case for HAP in ethanol at 77 K or 298 K, as evidenced in the spectra of Fig. 2 .
The PT fluorescence band at 298 K in liquid ethanol and at 77 K in ethanol glass (Fig. 2) has a maximum at the same position (Am, 585 nm). However, this coincidence is illusory when analyzed spectroscopically. The width at half maximum of the fluorescence band ("FWHM") is greatly reduced, from 2333 cm-' to 1650 cm-' when comparing the spectrum at 298 with that at 77 K; moreover, the electronic band origin (measured as onset of fluorescence) is measurably red-shifted (Aig = 1300 cm-'). Thus, the change in the fluorescence band shape or Franck-Condon envelope is compensated by the observed red shift in band origins, yielding what appears to be a negligible band shift. In this case of HAP, therefore, we conclude that a mechanical solvent-cage effect is manifest, as well as a dispersion redshift in the rigid glass medium (77 K) compared with liquid ethanol at 298 K. Another effect of a solvent cage would be its restriction of dielectric relaxation, as noted in the case of indole fluorescence spectroscopy (19, 20 Sptral Blue Shift in the Four-Level PT System. The PT tautomer fluorescence of HAP proves to be quite sensitive to solvent polarity with solvent variation (Fig. 3) . This fluorescence shifts markedly to shorter wavelengths with increase of solvent polarity [Reichardt (21) EN index], contrary to a normal-dispersion red shift (Fig. 4) . The PT tautomer has a fluorescence maximum at 612 nm (16, 340 cm-') in cyclohexane and 585 nm (17,090 cm-') in ethanol (298 K; Ai; change + 750 cm-'). The UV absorption band So-a S of HAP shifts toward shorter wavelengths with increasing solvent polarity, the band maximum in cyclohexane occurring at 381 nm (26,250 cm-') and in ethanol at 372 nm (26,880 cm-') (298 K; A& change + 630 cm-').
A dispersion blue shift implies a decrease in dipole moment upon electronic excitation so that the ground state in a polar solvent will lie lower in energy than the corresponding excited state. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 , for both the normal tautomer Deft) and the PT tautomer states (right). The fact that both the So --S, absorption and S' -* Sofluorescence show a comparable blue shift requires analogous greater The fact that HAP PT fluorescence depends on polarity of environment and is independent of its dynamics (mobility) makes this molecule an ideal probe for the prediction of the polarity properties of protein binding sites and their conformational stability. For example, HAP could be very useful in the study of the cold denaturation of proteins.
Interaction of HAP with HSA. HSA, as a protein of the physiological circulation system, binds and carries various ligands in the blood stream. The HSA molecule is created by three structurally homologous domains, denoted I, II, and III (22) . Each domain is formed by two water, HAP-HSA interaction was studied by using thin probe films (see Materials and Methods). The binding pattern was resolved by a Scatchard plot; the HSA molecule was found to bind one molecule of HAP with a Kd = 11 IzM. Because the fluorescence spectrum of the tryptophan of HSA (donor) overlaps with the absorption spectrum of HAP (acceptor), binding of this probe in the II A subdomain could be followed by the nonradiative energy transfer from Trp-214 to HAP. To check on this possibility, the excitation spectra of the HAP-HSA complex and HAP in ethanol monitored at the fluorescence wavelength of 580 nm were compared (Fig. 7) . Both spectra were almost identical at 280 nm. If Trp-214 had been transferring its excitation energy to HAP efficiently, this band at 280 nm for the protein-probe complex would have been much stronger. This result rules out a significant Forster-type energy transfer in HAP-HSA complexes and leads to the presumption ofprobe binding in the tryptophan-free III A subdomain of HSA.
HAP PT tautomer fluorescence was applied for the investigation of the conformational stability of HSA (Fig. 8) . No change in the position of HAP fluorescence in the temperature interval of 12-370C was found. An increase of temperature results in a red shift of PT tautomer emission and could be attributed to the decrease of polarity of the HAP environment. Temperature-lowering shifts probe fluorescence to the blue. This effect could be due to the increase of polarity of the HAP environment in the protein matrix. Such sensitivity of the HSA molecule to the temperature changes could have a physiological meaning. It is possible that the temperature increase above 37TC changes the role of this protein in metabolism. The same temperature range of HSA conformation stability was observed by using another probe, bianthryl (13) , but in that case the interpretation of spectral results was complicated by the sensitivity of bianthryl to both dynamical and conformational changes of the ligand-binding site.
HAP-apo-Mb Complex. Mb is the oxygen-carrying protein of muscle. Its structural and dynamical properties are well described (23, 24) . If the apo-Mb heme is removed (25) , HAP replaces it with high affinity. In apo-Mb the polarity of the HAP-binding site is evidently greater than in HSA, as the probe fluorescence has a maximum at 571 nm (Fig. 6 Lower) . In HSA the binding site is probably more flexible to accommodate ligands of different size than in apo-Mb. The heme molecule is larger than HAP, and for the HAP-apo-Mb complex, the free space in the binding site could be substituted by water molecules.
SUMMARY
Summing up the results of the ESIPT in the HAP molecule surrounded by protein matrix, one can postulate the following advantages of this probe: (i) fluorescence in the orangered region is clear of the UV excitation and interfering fluorescences; (ii) excited-state tautomer fluorescence of HAP is free from hydrogen-bonding solvent interference (unusual for PT emission) (26) ; and (iii) the wavelength ofthe HAP tautomer fluorescence blue shift correlates with the polarity of the environment and is free from the influence of solvent relaxation.
